ALL PICTURES’ RELATED RIGHTS ARE RESERVED
REPRODUCING
REPRODUCING ANY IMAGE IN ANY FORM WITHOUT AUTHOR’S PERMISSION IS FORBIDDEN BY
INTERNATIONAL LAWS
***

PHOTOGRAPHER’S COPYRIGHTS
COPYRIGHT S

All images and photographs in GT Art Photo Agency w ebsite are protected by copyrights laws.

It is illegal to copy photographs in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical or otherwise) , including
photocopying, recording, using any information stor age in a retrieval system, or retransmission - without the
copyrights’ owner permission.

According to the law, the picture "Author" is the o wner of the copyrights and has the exclusive rights to:

- 1. Copying or reproducing the work (such as prin t or electronic reproduction of a photograph);

- 2. Preparing derivative works based on the origi nal (such as scanning to create a digital copy of a
photograph);

- 3. Distributing or marketing copies of the work (such as posting digital copy on the Internet, sell ing
posters or postcards, or copy prints of the image) ;

- 4. Publicly displaying the work (such as in muse um, gallery, web).

Therefore all image you can find in GT Art Photo Ag ency website may not be reproduced, downloaded,
disseminated, published, or transferred in any form or by any means by nobody else.

In case of any interest in using, reproducing or ob taining copies of this image, it is necessary askin g GT Art Photo
Agency or the picture’s Author directly.

Your respect of above mentioned principles is very much appreciated and will contribute to Authors’ co pyrights
protection.

Legal references:
- Digital Millennium Copyright Act – DMCA 1998 (U.S.)
- Copyright Law of the European Union 93/98/EEC e 2001/29/EC (European Union)
- Legge 22 aprile 1941 n. 633 ("Protezione del diritto d'autore e di altri diritti connessi al suo esercizio") e
successive modifiche (Italy)

